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What is Penetration Testing and 
Why is it Important?

A Penetration Test, or pen test, is a form of permission-based ethical hacking in which a certified 
penetration tester attempts to gain access to an organization’s system, network, or web 
application(s). The purpose of a pen test is to find vulnerabilities that could potentially be exploited by 
a malicious hacker as part of a routine security check. This form of security testing allows 
organizations to find the vulnerabilities in their security infrastructure before someone else does. 

Penetration testing is an important practice that helps organizations protect themselves from hackers, 
but also, protect themselves from the hefty costs associated with data breaches, business losses, 
and reputational damages. The majority of industry regulations and standards such as PCI DSS, 
HIPAA, ISO 27001, and FISMA call for this type of testing when evaluating external risks to your 
organization. Penetration testing is important because it protects your organization by putting you in 
control of the security of your IT infrastructure. 
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Types of Penetration Testing

There are a few different types of penetration testing. The type of testing you choose will depend 
upon what threats you’re trying to eliminate and what level of security testing you wish to have 
performed. 

Web Application Penetration Testing: Web application pen tests evaluate the security of websites, 
web application, thick clients, etc. The process involves an active analysis, by a GIAC Certified Web 
Application Penetration Tester (GWAPT), of the application for any weaknesses, technical flaws, or 
vulnerabilities. 

External Network Penetration Testing: An external network penetration test helps determine the secu-
rity of external systems such as routers, firewalls, public-facing servers, etc. from a remote hacker. An 
external network pen test is performed by a GIAC Certified Penetration Tester (GPEN) who attempts 
to gain access to sensitive data by exploiting known vulnerabilities, clients, and people via social 
engineering. 

Internal Network Penetration Testing: Internal Network penetration testing is a simulation of an insider 
attack who has authorized access or is working from inside the firewall. The target of the attack would 
be the same as an external test, but an internal would emulate a terminated or disgruntled employee 
working within the internal network. The purpose of this type of pen test is to find what vulnerabilities 
exist for systems that are accessible to authorized internal network connections. 

Vulnerability Scanning: Vulnerability scanning is a technique used to identify security weaknesses and 
vulnerabilities in a computer system. By using a commonly available tool to evaluate system configu-
rations against a database of over 80,000 known vulnerabilities, this type of scanning can help 
identify areas that need remediation. 

Social Engineering: The weakest point in an organization’s security posture is its people. Social 
engineering is a form of attack that depends heavily on human interaction and the manipulation of 
people to acquire confidential information such as usernames and passwords and other confidential 
information. 
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What to Expect During a Penetration Test
There are several important things to consider before having a penetration test performed. It’s import-
ant to choose a time to perform the test that won’t impact business operations. Many organizations 
choose to have tests performed on the weekend or late in the evening between business hours. You 
should also be aware of the potential for something to go wrong, which is why it is important to have 
a testing environment set up. This way you are not testing in production when at all possible. Another 
important thing to do is alert any relevant third parties if your system is hosted elsewhere. After the 
test, you’ll receive an explanation of findings by a penetration testing expert, and a written report 
containing test findings, implications, and a remediation plan. 
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A penetration test should be performed by a certified professional. KirkpatrickPrice’s Penetration 
Testers hold several certifications: GIAC Certified Web Application Penetration Tester (GWAPT), GIAC 
Certified Penetration Tester (GPEN), GIAC Certified Exploit Researcher and Advanced Penetration 
Tester (GXPN), Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH), and Certified Information Systems Security Profession-
al (CISSP). Our security professionals recommend that organizations should have a penetration test 
at least annually and every time a significant change is made. 

Who Should Perform a
Penetration Test and How Often?
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What are the Benefits of 
Having an Annual Penetration Test?

Having a regular penetration test performed is a critical part of maintaining your security posture. 
Some of the benefits include: 

Prevent Hackers from Infiltrating Systems: Undergoing regular penetration tests are like practicing for a 
real-life hack. Performing pen tests allows you to be proactive in your real-world approach of 
evaluating your IT infrastructure security. The process reveals the holes in your security, allowing you 
to properly mitigate those gaps before an actual attack happens. 

Mature Your Environment: In order to maintain a competitive advantage, it’s important for 
organizations to continue to mature the security posture within their environment. Not only does it 
demonstrate to your clients that you are serious about information security and compliance, but it 
also shows them that you continue to strive towards optimum security. 

Avoid Costly Data Breaches and Loss of Business Operability: Recovering from the aftermath of a 
data breach can be quite expensive. Paying legal fees, IT remediation, customer protection 
programs, loss in sales, and discouraged customers can cost organizations millions of dollars. 
According to the Ponemon Institute, the cost of a data breach in the US in 2018 was $148 per 
record containing confidential information. Being proactive with your security and having regular 
penetration tests performed can help prevent the devastating financial loss of a breach and protect 
your reputation and brand.

Identify and Prioritize Risks: By performing penetration tests, your organization is able to evaluate 
applications, internal and external network security, and understand what security controls are 
needed to have the appropriate level of security your organization needs to protect its people and its 
assets. By prioritizing organizational risks, you’re able to anticipate risks and prevent a potential 
malicious attack. 

Compliance with Industry Standards and Regulations: Penetration testing can help to address the 
compliance and security obligations that are mandated by industry standards and regulations such 
as PCI DSS, HIPAA, FISMA, and ISO 27001. Having regular penetration tests performed 
demonstrates due diligence and dedication to information security, as well as helps to avoid the 
heavy fines that are associated with non-compliance.
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Where to Begin
If you aren’t already undergoing regular penetration testing, why not? The first step is to find a certified 
penetration testing professional and together decide which type of penetration testing is right for your 
organization. KirkpatrickPrice’s certified professionals will help you walk through the process, answer 
any questions you may have, and provide a detailed remediation plan following testing. 

For more information on the importance of performing regular penetration testing and how to get 
started, contact us today at info@kirkpatrickprice.com.


